Abstract. In this paper we give a new method, in terms of one-parameter subgroups, to study semi-invariants for algebraic tori. In some cases we obtain extensions to results in [7] . In other cases we obtain different proofs.
Introduction
Let T be an algebraic torus over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero and let W be a finite-dimensional representation of T. Then T acts on the polynomial ring R = k [W] and by the Hochster-Roberts theorem [3] , k[W]T is Cohen-Macaulay.
Let x be some character of T. In [7, 8] Stanley defines R.% to be the sum of all one-dimensional ^-representations having character x • It is clear that RT is an i?r-module. R% occurs naturally in the study of linear diophantine equations.
An interesting question is what is the depth of R%, in particular when R Tx is Cohen-Macaulay. Stanley gives an answer to this question in terms of certain polyhedral complexes whose dimension is of the order of dim W [7] .
If G is an arbitrary algebraic group then in [9] we introduced a method to study RG (RG is defined similarly as R%). If G = T is a torus then this approach is different from Stanley's method.
In the present paper we apply our techniques to the torus case. We obtain a description of the local cohomology modules H'{RT)+(RT) in terms of oneparameter subgroups of T (3.4.2) . In this way one can compute the depth of i?J. With our method we still need some spherical complexes, but these have dimension of the order of dim T.
The methods used in this computation turn out to be a key ingredient in [10] where the same questions are studied for general reductive groups. There the situation is much more intractable, and it seems to be impossible to obtain an answer as complete as in the torus case.
Section 4 is devoted to some applications of our results. If dim T -1, we recover [7, Corollary 3.4] . We also completely analyze the case dim T = 2 and we obtain a generalization [7, Corollary 3.4] .
In §4.2 we show that i?J is Cohen-Macaulay if the same holds for all oneparameter subgroups of T (4.2.1).
In §4.3 we give a different proof of [7, Theorem 3.2] . In §4. 4 we obtain (under some mild a priori hypothesis) necessary and sufficient conditions under which there exist only a finite number of x f°r which RTX is Cohen-Macaulay. It turns out that this is almost always the case.
In §4.5 we compute an explicit example and we obtain interesting counterexamples to the converses of [7, Theorem 3 .2] and 4.2.1.
In §4.6 we give necessary and sufficient conditions for reciprocity [7] in terms of one-parameter subgroups of T. In particular we obtain that if dim T < 3 and if reciprocity holds then Rx is Cohen-Macaulay.
Notation and conventions
In this paper k always denotes an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero.
If T is a torus over k then X(T) resp. Y(T) will be the character group and the group of one-parameter subgroups of T. These are both free abelian groups and therefore the group laws will be written additively. We define X(T)r as R®zX(T) and Y(T)R as R®ZY{T). There is a natural pairing Y{T)xX(T) -* X{Gm) = Z given by composition. This pairing will be denoted by ( , ). We will extend this pairing to Y(T)R x X(T)R.
We will also choose a positive definite quadratic form on Y(T)n. The corresponding norm will be denoted by || ||. Then we define
B(T) = {XeY(T)\\\X\\<l} and S(T) = {X € Y(T)\ \\X\\ = 1}.
Of course the results in this paper do not depend on the choice of || ||.
Characters of T will be identified with one-dimensional representations of T. Hence the notation X\ ®X2 for x\ ,2 G X(T) stands for the two-dimensional representation of T which is the direct sum of the one-dimensional representations determined by X\ ano" X2 ■ This is not to be confused with x\ +X2 which is just the sum of x\ and X2 in X(T).
Let d be some positive integer and assume that F is a Zd-graded k-vector space. If x is a homogeneous element in V then degx will be the degree of x . If a = («i, ... , af) e "Ld then Va will be the homogeneous part of V of degree a.
The Poincaré series of V is defined as . If E is a vector space and X\,..., x¿ e E is a set of points then by span{(x,),=1.¿} we denote the subvector space of E spanned by (a:,)1=1.d . By pos{(x,),=i,...,,/} we mean the set of all positive linear combinations of (*/)/=!.d • This is a polyhedral cone (see [1] ).
If A is a polyhedral cone or a spherical polyhedral set, then by the apex set, of A (notation: apex ,4) we denote the set A n -A . If A is a polyhedral cone then apex A is a linear subspace of A .
In the sequel we will be mostly concerned with the following situation. An sdimensional torus acts on a d -dimensional vector space W with basis {w\, ... , w¿} and corresponding weights a\, ... , a¿ . To simplify the notation we will put E = X(T)M , E* = Y(T)U , S = S(T), B = B(T).
Some other frequently used notations are R = k[W], X = Speck[W], h = dimRT = dimX/T, W = {1, ... , d} (the index set for the weights of W), X" is the unstable locus in X, Xx = {x e X\limt^0Ht)x = 0}, Tx = {ieW\(X,ai) <0}, dx =d-\Tx\, X~X' #TX = Tx,,A = B/~, Bx = {peB\p~X}, Sx = {peS\p~X}, <&x = Bx-Bx, <I>; = Sx-Sx, M is the subsemigroup of X(T) generated by (a,),=1.d , £^ = span{(a,),erj , Ax = pos^a,),-^} , Bx = pos{(a,),er,, (-a/)/ £ r,} . »a = dim^ .
3. Local cohomology of semi-invariants 3.1 Generalities. Let G be a reductive algebraic group over k and let W be a finite-dimensional representation of G. Define R = k[W], d = dim W, h -dim RG and let ^ be an irreducible character of G.
In [8] Stanley defines Rx as the sum of all irreducible representations of G in R, having character x ■ Note that R = 0^ Rx where x runs over all irreducible characters of G. Furthermore it is easy to see that Rx is finitely generated over RG and hence dim RG = dim RG if RG ^ 0. One is often interested in the depth of RG or, more specifically, in the question of when RG is Cohen-Macaulay. See e.g. [9] .
The following elementary lemma was used in [9] . Define / = R(RG)+ . Assume now that G = T is an s-dimensional torus. In that case R[ = {r € R\z.r = x(z)r for z £ T}. Hence Rx is an Är-module of semi-invariants for the character x ■ We may choose a basis (ui\, ... ,wd) in W such that the action of T on IF is diagonal with respect to this basis; i.e., if z e T then z.w¡ -a,{z)w¡ where the (q,),=1 d e X(T') are the weights of W.
We will sometimes assume that T acts faithfully on W. It is easy to see that this is equivalent with the following condition (2) span{(a,),=i,...,d} = *(^)M-We can make R into a Zd -graded ring by putting deg(ti>/) = (0,...,0, 1,0,...,0)
where the one occurs in the ith position. This grading is obviously compatible with the T-action and hence RT and i?J are also graded A>vector spaces. It will be clear from Lemma 3.1.1 that our aim should be to describe H¡(R). To this end we introduce some geometric notions.
Let X = Specfc[Fn . Then the radical of the ideal J is the defining ideal of the T-unstable locus in X, which will be denoted by X" ; i.e.; Xu = {xeX\0€Tx}.
Using this notation we may write Hj(R) = Hx"{X, cfx).
Xu may be described more conveniently using the Hilbert-Mumford criterion [6] which says that every point in X" is unstable for some one-parameter subgroup of T; i.e., if X e Y(T) then one defines Xx = {x e X\ lim,^,0X(t)x = 0} and one obtains (3) X«= [J Xx.
X&Y(T)
The closed points of X are in one-one correspondence with the elements of W*. Let w\, ... ,w*d be the dual basis of W*. Then X acts on W* by z -* diag(z-<A,ai>, ... , z-^'0^). Hence Xx is the linear subspace of X spanned by the w* where (X, a¡) < 0. Note that this description of Xx makes sense if X e Y(T)r . Hence we will also use the notation Xx for X e Y(T)r . However it is easy to see that there always exists a X' e Y(T) such that Xx = Xx,.
To simplify the notation we will put E = X{T)U , E* = Y{T)R , S = S{T), and B = B(T).
If U c E* then we define Xu = \JXeU Xx . Using this notation, (3) may be rephrased as Xu = Xy(t) = Xe* = X-g.
Let W = {1, ... , d} . We define Tx = {i e W\(X, at) < 0} .
The following lemmas will be needed in the following sections. As we have seen, we have to be able to compute H'x (X, cfx). Furthermore X" = Xj. In this section we construct a spectral sequence which may be used to compute H'x (X, cfx) where U is a bounded closed convex subset of E*.
Let X\> • • • > Xm G E and let ¿P be the set of all nonempty subsets of U and dU of the form {X e U\(X, xu > 0 for i e 2TÍ, (X, xù = 0 for i g W2, {X,Xi)<0foTi€%r3}
and {X e dU\(X, xù > 0 for / e W[, (X, Xi) = 0 for i e W2, (X,Xi)<0foTie^i}, where W = WluW^uWl is an arbitrary decomposition of W as a disjoint union.
Furthermore ^x = {a G&>\o CdU} and 3s0 = &\9>x . If a, ct' e ^ then we will say that er is a face of a' if er c a'. a is a facet of a' if it is a face and dim a = dim a1 -1.
Let dimî/ = í. We will assume that we have chosen (aa,o')o,o'e&"> e {-1, 1,0}, {ßa)ai3«>,iiraa=t e {_1 > +1} with the following properties: 1 • oi.ai,a = 0 unless er is a facet of er'. In that case aa^a = ±\. where ct( , CTj are the two elements of 3s0 having a as a facet. As a final bit of notation we define for U cV c E and for SF a sheaf on X, the maps iv,v{^) as the natural homomorphisms H'x (X, &~) -► //^(-^ > ^") associated to the inclusions Xv a Xv . Theorem 3.2.1. With notation as above. Let SF be a quasicoherent sheaf on X. Then there is a spectral sequence (4) Expq: © Hl(X,^)^Hpx+u"-'(X,^),
where the boundary maps dpq are given by 0CT, ^2aaa',aio,a'(^')-Here the sum runs over all pairs (a, a') such that o is a maximal face of a' and has dimension p. Proof. We will fix a particular ¿7" and denote ffl^lT)' by 3?^.
It is clear that (6) is a complex. The proof that it is exact will be by induction on m. It will follow from the induction procedure described below that the starting cases are those where U is itself an element of & . In those cases ĉ onsists of a single element U and hence the conclusion is obvious.
Define U+ = {X G U\(X, Xm) > 0}, U0 = {X G U\(X, Xm) = 0} , U-={X€U\(X,Xm)<0}. Clearly C/+ U l/_ = U, U+nU-= U0.
If U+ = [/ or t/_ = U then we can define 3o0 using only ^ , ... , Xm-\ ■ Hence the result follows by induction.
In the other case dim U+ = dim {/_ = dim U0 4-1 = t. We define ^ = {o g ^|cr c Ue} where e = ±, 0. &>!>,&>?_,&> § are defined as â°Q , but using U+,U-, U0 instead of U.
Given U±, i/o. we can define ^ , ^00 without using Xm • Hence for U± and i/o the conclusion is true by induction on m .
The inclusions ^f,^.0c ^° induce a map ^,+ ®JÇ,_ -> 3Ç,. It is then easy to see that there is a short exact sequence of complexes which gives rise to a long exact homology sequence. We obtain at once that Hi{Jl£) = 0 if q<t-2.
Furthermore we may construct a commutative diagram:
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Here the lower sequence is obtained from the Mayer Vietoris sequence, using the fact that Xv = Xu+ U Xv_ and XUo = Xu+ n Xv_ by Lemma 3.1.2. This sequence is exact since ¡F is injective.
e+ and e_ are defined as e, but using (ßa)ae<?o.dima=t, (ßa)a^_ ;dimCT=í respectively.
The right most square in (7) is obviously commutative. Using this we may construct a map eo which makes the left most square commutative. It is easy to compute that it has the form (5) (with different /Ts) and hence ëo is an isomorphism using the induction hypothesis. Since by the induction hypothesis, e+, e_ are also isomorphisms we deduce that Hl~x(Ji^) = 0 and that I is an isomorphism. G Proof of Theorem 3.2.1. This is now standard. One starts with an injective resolution 0 -► F -* F' and makes the double complex X^(F')'. After taking homology for the first filtration on this double complex, we obtain the required spectral sequence. G 3.3 Cohomology with support in a linear subspace. It will become clear in the next subsection that, to apply (4), we have to be able to compute Hx (X, rfx). This is what we will do here.
To compute H'x (X ,cfx) we use the fact that the defining ideal of Xx is generated by a subspace of W. Hence let W be a subspace of W, spanned by some of the basis vectors (it;,-),-and assume that d' = dim W'. Put W" = W/W and let / be the ideal generated by W'. We want to describe H'j(R) as a Zd graded vector space (and hence as a T-module).
Proposition 3.3.1.
• H${R) = 0 ifi^d'.
• HJ'(R) is, as a Zd graded vector space, isomorphic to (/\d W')* ® ®™0S»(W'*®W").
Proof. The first statement is clear since J is generated by a regular sequence.
For the second statement, we use the fact that Corollary 3.3.2.
• If f & HXX(X, cfx) then supp_ deg/ = T[ where c denotes the complement with respect to W.
• HxiX, cfx) = 0 if i ¿ dx and the weights of Hdx\(X,cfx) are of the form
where a,, A,-G N.
3.4 Interpretation of the spectral sequence. In this section we retain the notations of the previous sections. We will show how the spectral sequence (4) leads to a description of H'x (X ,cfx) in terms of one-parameter subgroups in U . If X, p G E* then we say that X and p are equivalent (notation X ~ p)
if Xx = Xß (or equivalently if Tx = Tß)^ If V c E* then Vx = {p G V\p X }. We assume from now on that U = B. This restriction is convenient but immaterial for the arguments presented below. B/ ~ will be denoted by A.
We may define 3s as in §3.2. We will assume that the Xi > • • • > Xm are chosen in such a way that the elements of ¿F define a structure of a pseudomanifold with boundary on B. This means we we may choose aai t a and ßa , as explained in §3.2 after the statement of Theorem 3.2.1.
We will also assume that (8) {ai,... ,ad}c{x\,-.. ,Xm}-Then for every a G F>0, relinta c Bx for some X G er. Hence H'x (X, rfx) = H'Xnma(X, cfx) = HXx(X,ffx) using Lemma 3.1.3. Since ioo'(&x) is a graded map, it follows from Corollary 3.3.2 that if relintcr c Bx, relintcr' c Bß where X <* p then ia'<j(@x) = 0. Hence Elq = ®x^ElPq where (9) Ei"= 0 HXi(X,<?x) relint <JCB¿ ; dim a=p and each E\ is closed under d. Hence we may write dpq = 0A dx pq where dXtPq goes from E\pq to Exp+lq. Let <&x -Bx -Bx. This is a CW-subcomplex of B . From the description (9) it is easy to see that the complex (E¡ pq, dXiPq) has homology HP(BX ,<bx,k)® HXi(X,cfx). It also follows from Corollary 3.3.2 that if i: ¿ j or X ¿ p then any graded map between Hx (X, cfx) and Hx (X, rfx) must be 0.
Hence one deduces that (4) degenerates at the E2 term. Using this one obtains that there is a T-equivariant filtration on H'Xu(X, cfx) (as an i?-module) such that grHXu(X,cfx)= 0 Hp(Tx,^x,k)®kHXi(X,cfx)
p+q=i+s;XeA which may be simplified to give the following theorem.
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• 3X G Y(T) : supp_ a = T[ (such a X is unique up to equivalence);
• 0<dx-i <s.
In that case H'[RT)+(R^)a will be isomorphic to Hi+S~di~x (<l>x, k).
Recall that in [7] Stanley introduces for a G iß polyhedral complexes Ya (which only depend on supp_ a). The dimension of these complexes is in general of the order of d while the dimension of the O/s is of the order of s.
The main result is that if x -a\a\ H-V adad , then
We may then use Corollary 3.4.2 to compute Hh_i_x(Ta, k) in some cases. The following proposition gives some trivial observations about the <P¿'s. The point is that, if X <* 0, we may replace <PA with a subcomplex of the boundary complex of a spherical polytope. We start with a few lemmas that will be needed later.
Lemma 3.5.1. Assume that T acts faithfully on W. Then relint Bx -int Bx.
Proof. This follows from the definition of relint and the fact that Bx spans E (using (2)). G The following theorem will be our main result. we are done. G 3.6 The structure of some special <P¿ . In general, the structure of <E>¿ can be arbitrarily complicated in the sense that apart from the fact that <P¿ should be a subcomplex of the boundary complex of a spherical polytope, there are no other restrictions. However for some special A's the structure of <I>¿ can be described.
On A -{0} we define a partial ordering as follows: Proof. By taking closures, it follows from (14) that X\ < X2 implies that V7 g Tx, :aiepos{(aj)jeTx2}.
Fix i G Tx¡ . Since a, ± 0, a, must be strictly positive linear combinations of some of the (af)jcjx ■ Hence (X2, a,-) < 0 and therefore i e TXl. G Corollary 3.6.2. If Xi <X2 and X2 < X\ then X\ ~ X2 .
We will prove the following fact. Recall that Ex was defined in the beginning of §3.5. The proof of Theorem 3.6.3 will be based upon a series of lemmas. To verify the existence of X we have to show that (17) 0 £ relintpos{(a,),ep}.
Assume that there are (w,),6t-' such that 0 = ^2 u'a' ' aH "/ > 0 • ¡er Then for t > 0, y' = y -t ^2 u'a< ieT" still lies in Eß and has the property that (p, y') < 0.
Moreover, if we choose t = min,ep< a,/w, then y' = ^2ieT"(ai -iw,)a, is in pos{(a,), g t-} and has smaller support than y. This contradicts the choice of y. D Lemma 3.6.5. Let T c {1,... , d], p G E* -{0} be such that T c Tß . Then there exist X e E* -{0} such that relintpos{(a,),67-} C relintpos{(a,-),-€7i}.
Proof. Assume that the result is false and let (T, p) be a counterexample with T maximal.
Let EfiQ = Eft n kerp. By the previous lemma we may assume that for all y G Eft n pos{(a,), ¿ T} it is true that (p,y) >0; i.e., Eß n pos{(a,), g T} lies on one side of EßQ whereas the (a,),67-lie strictly on the other side.
It is then easy to see that we may extend Eß0 to a hyperplane in E, separating (a,),67-from (a,), g r • Hence T = Tx. This contradicts the fact that (T, p) was a counterexample. G Let ? = min,67-a,/è,. Then y' = y -tz has smaller support than y . Furthermore, since y = y' + tz, we see that y' G 5^ n EX\AX, contradicting the minimality of T. This proves our claim. In particular T C\TX = 0 .
Using the Claim, we may now choose a p g E* -{0} strictly separating (ßi)ieT and (/?i)iera ; i.e., Vi€Tx:(p,ßi)<Q, VieT:(fi,ßt)>0.
Hence Tx c Tß .
We deduce that -y = ]T am g Ex n pos{(a,)l€7j} ¡er has the property that (p, -y) < 0.
But then by Lemma 3.6.4 and Lemma 3.6.5 there exists X' e E* -{0} such that Tx ÇJ Tx, and relintpos{(a,)i6rA} C relintpos^a,-),-^,}.
But since X was chosen to be maximal under the partial ordering defined by (14), we obtain a contradiction, a
Proof of Theorem 3.6.3. This is now a simple application of Theorem 3.5.4, Lemma 3.5.1 and Lemma 3.5.2.
In the first case <P¿ will have the homotopy type of Ax n S which is contractible.
In the second case <P¿ will have the homotopy type of dAx n S which is a ux -2 dimensional sphere. G
Applications
In this section we retain the notations of the previous sections. We will give some applications of Theorem 3.4.1. However, before we continue, it is useful to introduce the concept of stability.
A point x G X is said to be stable if for all X G Y(T) -{0} neither It will become clear below that 3.4.1 is best suited for cases where X has a stable point. This is the most interesting situation from a geometric viewpoint. Of course other cases can also be treated but then things are not as natural.
dim T = 1 or 2. As a first application we note that it is easy to eyeball what the possible <P¿'s are if dim T is small.
Let us first consider the case dim T = 1. To avoid triviality we assume that T acts faithfully on X. There are now two possibilities.
• X does not have a stable point. This is the trivial case. We obtain that A = {0, X} where Oo consists of one point and <l>x consists of two points. Hence Hxu(X,cfx) = Hdx\(X,rfxf'd>-where ô is the Kronecker delta. One obtains, using [2, Satz 4.10 and 4.12], that if icj ^ {0} then dim^ = dx and R J is Cohen-Macaulay. Of course this can be verified directly without any difficulty.
• X does have a stable point. In this case A = {0, Ai , X2) where <t>0 = 0 and <¡>x¡ = <PX2 = 2 points. If we put this information in Corollary 3.4.2, we obtain a simple proof for [7, Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4] .
The conclusion of Theorem 3.4.1 may be written as (18) &HXU(X, cfx) = Ä*' (X,cfxf^ ®Hdx\(X,cfxti^ 0 Hd0}(X, cfx)6^ . Table 1 Type $,
Let us now consider the case dimT = 2. We will assume that T acts faithfully on W . In that case we can construct Table 1 (we have used an iconic representation of Q>x which we hope is sufficiently clear). Note that types 2 and 3 only occur if X has no stable point. Corollary 3.4.2 together with Table 1 gives now a complete description of the groups H{rT)+(RT) if dimT = 2. We will illustrate this in the case that X has a stable point. It follows from Table 1 To finish this section, we will give a criterion to decide whether I g A -{0} belongs to A0 , to X. or to A... Note that A -{0} = S/ ~.
Let us call A G S a local maximum if there exists an arc [X\, X2] c S containing X in its interior, such that for all p G [X\, X2], dß < dx, and dXl, dXl < dx. A local minimum is defined similarly. The following is easy to see. Now let us treat the general case. Using induction on dim T we will reduce to the stable case.
For RT to be nonzero, it is necessary that x factors through the image of T in Endk(W). Hence we will assume this (otherwise the theorem is vacuous).
We then replace T with its image in End( W) and / with the character through which it factors. This construction does not change RT nor RTX .
Assume that T does not act stably on X. Then there must be a A G Y(T)-{0} such that X does not contain a stable point for A. Since T acts now faithfully on X we may assume that (after reindexing the a's and possibly replacing A with -A) that there is a d\ < d suchthat (A, a,- • supp_ a = {i\(X, a,) > 0}. We claim that we may assume that there is some a, such that (X, a¡) > 0. Suppose that this is not the case. Then, since X *> Xn , the hyperplane defined by A intersects pos{(a,),=i ...¿} in an a, which is not an apex. Hence by displacing A slightly we may make (A, a,-) positive without changing Tx . In this way we have not changed the equivalence class of A.
Since by hypothesis x -Yf¡=\ M<Q< » "/ G ] -1, 0] we obtain that Hence Vi : (A, a,-) < 0 which contradicts our hypothesis about A. G 4.4 Finiteness. In this section we will look for a condition under which there are only a finite number of / such that Rx is Cohen-Macaulay. To simplify things we will assume that X has a stable point. We start with two elementary lemmas, whose proof will be left to the reader. We then deduce from Lemma 3.6.5 that there are X e Amax such that X G relintpos{(a,),6r} C rdintAx c intß^, where the last inclusion follows from Lemma 3.5.2 and Lemma 3.6.6. G
The following result will be the main theorem of this section. Now the left-hand side of (28) is in BXDEX = Ax (using Lemma 3.6.6) and hence all (a, -bi)i£Tx must be positive (here we use the hypothesis that \TX\ = ux). This means that there must be a one-one correspondence between the solutions to (27) and the solutions to by putting a¡ = a'¡ + b¡.
Therefore Rx = RT as i?r-modules and hence Rx is Cohen-Macaulay. Since there are an infinite number of choices for x > we are done. G 4.5 An explicit example. In this section we will determine, for a particular pair (T, W), exactly when Rx is Cohen-Macaulay. In particular we obtain counterexamples to the converses of Theorems 4.2.1 and 4.3.1. It should be noted that Stanley has already given a simple counterexample to the converse of Theorem 4.3.1 [8, Example 3.7] . If we analyze this example with the help of Corollary 3.4.2 then we see that it is based on the fact that for some A's, dx may be so large that the term in (10) involving HXX(X, cfx) does not contribute to HXu(X, cfx) for 0 < i < h. This situation is somewhat special however, and it will not happen if d is large enough and the weights of W are distributed randomly in X(T). In contrast our examples will not be based on the fact that the dx may be large.
We will take dim T = 2. In that case E ^ E* =* R2 and the pairing ( , )
will be given by the usual inner product ((jci , x2), (yx, y2)) = x\y\ + x2y2. In the sequel we will denote the elements of E and E* by the corresponding elements in R2. We will choose W = (-1, 0)®2 © (0, l)®2 © (1, l)®2 © (1, -l)®2. Here the exponent 2 was chosen to avoid the low-dimensional anomalies described above. Bigger exponents work equally well. The interior of the region bounded by the dashed lines in Figure 1 are the characters of the form £¿=] um, u¡ G ] -1, 0]. In this case (but not always) these are precisely the characters which satisfy the hypothesis of Figure 1 License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 4.6 The functional equation. Since Rx is a Zd-graded object, it has a Poincaré series P(R%, t) where t = (ij,... , td). It is well known that this Poincaré series is a rational function. Let y/ = -x -e*i-ad . In [7] and [8] Stanley shows that often the following functional equation holds (29) P(RTx,t) = (-\)ht-x---rdlP(RTv,rx).
In [7] he also gives necessary and sufficient conditions for (29) to hold. We will do the same thing (if X has a stable point) using Corollary 3.4.2. As a result, we obtain that if dim T < 3 and X has a stable point then the fact that (29) holds, implies that RT is Cohen-Macaulay.
If P(RX , t), t = (ti, ... , td) is a rational function then we will (as in [7] ) denote by P(Rl, Ooo the Laurent series expansion of P(Rl, t) around 00. This is then a Laurent series in f[l,... ,t~jx. Furthermore the local cohomology modules H!RT,+ (RX) are Artinian and hence it is possible to define their Poincaré series as an element of fZ^rj"1,..., rj1]] for some y eld. There is the following identity [7] , Let us from now on assume that X has a stable point. In that case <£>o = 0 .
We then obtain P(RTx,t)oo = (-l)d~sP(Hd(X,cfx)Tx, t)
+ Y {-l)di-s+XX{*x)P{Hx\{X,0x)Tx,t).
A€A\{0}
Since X has a stable point, d -s = h . Furthermore using Corollary 3.3.2 we see that P(Hd(X, cfx)Tx, t) = t;x ■ ■ -rdxP(Rl, rx).
Hence we obtain P(RTx,t) = (-i)ht;x---tdxP(Rl,rx) + Y (-l)di-s+lx(*x)P(Hd¿(X,<?x)T,t).
xe\\{0]
